Resilience to Conformational Fluctuations Controls Energetic Disorder in Conjugated Polymer Materials: Insights from Atomistic Simulations
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ABSTRACT: Increasing the crystallinity of thin films in concert with the planarization of the conjugated backbones has long been considered as the key for success in the design of polymer materials with optimized charge transport properties. Recently, this general belief had to be revisited with the emergence of a new class of disordered or even seemingly amorphous donor–acceptor conjugated polymers that exhibit charge mobilities larger than 1 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹. By combining all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to electronic structure calculations on three representative polymers, we demonstrate that high crystallinity and planar conjugated backbones are not mandatory to reach low-energetic-disorder materials. It is rather the resilience to thermal fluctuations of the torsions along the conjugated backbones within and between structural domains and the bulkiness of the alkyl side chains that control the energy landscape.

INTRODUCTION

The use of organic semiconductors in field-effect transistors has attracted growing interest and efforts in the last decades, which led to outstanding improvements in their performance. It is now common to find organic conjugated materials with room-temperature charge carrier mobility exceeding 1 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹. Throughout the years, the highest values of the mobility were always reported for single crystals of organic small molecules such as pentacene, TIPS-pentacene, rubrene, [1]benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophene (BTBT), etc. Those performances are often associated with the presence of delocalized states, as probed for instance by Hall effect measurements, and properly accounted for by multiscale modeling. Intensive work was therefore carried out in order to design molecular semiconductors achieving a high degree of order/crystallinity at the device scale.

In contrast to small molecules, conjugated polymers often display limited long-range order, mainly due to their soft molecular nature giving rise to significant conformational freedom in both the backbone and the alkyl side-chain conformation. Consequently, polymer thin films are made of assemblies of microdomains, with a local organization varying from amorphous to crystalline. Efforts to improve the long-range charge transport properties in conjugated polymers were therefore aimed at increasing the presence of ordered/crystalline regions, i.e., obtaining semicrystalline materials.

This can be triggered by tuning/tailoring the chemical structure of the monomer unit, the length and nature of the alkyl side chains, the processing techniques, etc.

In semicrystalline materials, holes (electrons) are expected to mainly reside in the crystalline regions since they usually exhibit higher (lower)-lying (un)occupied HOMO (LUMO) levels in comparison to disordered regions. This is a result of solid-state packing effects, which often tend to limit the amplitude of the torsion of polymer segments away from planarity, thereby favoring charge carrier delocalization along the lamellae direction (i.e., stacking axis). As a result of this energy barrier, electrical connection between the crystalline regions is believed to occur through charge transport along polymer chains bridging different domains (often called “tie chains”) and/or through chains within amorphous regions. Transport in the noncrystalline regions hampers the charge carrier mobility due to the increase in energetic disorder primarily driven by conformational disorder, which tends to promote charge localization.

The drop in mobility is, however, alleviated when using polymers with a high molecular...
weight and large polydispersity, where the charges can percolate through the boundary regions.

For a long time, increasing the crystallinity of thin films in concert with the planarization of the conjugated backbones was thus thought to be key in the successful design of polymer materials with optimized charge transport properties. Recently, this general belief had to be revisited with the emergence of a new class of disordered or even seemingly amorphous organic conjugated polymers with a donor–acceptor type of structure that exhibits charge mobilities larger than 1 cm$^2$/Vs even when processed with low-cost manufacturing techniques such as spin coating. In contrast to semicrystalline polymers, these new polymers only exhibit short-range order (i.e., only local aggregation over a few chains in the π-stacking direction). Based on the comparison of charge transport parameters (activation energies, paracrystallinity, energetic disorder, etc.) among more than 30 polymers, Noriega et al. suggested that the key aspect to design high-mobility polymer materials is not to increase the crystallinity of the films but rather to increase their tolerance to disorder within the aggregates by allowing more efficient intra- and intermolecular charge transport at the segmental level. Later, Berggren et al. tuned the local aggregation of poly(N,N′-bis-2-octyldodecyl-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis-dicarboximide-2,6-diyl-alt-5,5-2,2-bithiophene) (P(NDIOD2-T2)) chains from long-range to short-range ordering by blending with polystyrene. They demonstrated that aggregation over very few chains of P(NDIOD2-T2) is sufficient to ensure high electron mobility since the polymer chains retain locally the short-range intermolecular characteristics of a crystalline film and maintain an extended conformation ideal for connecting microdomains.

Venkateshvaran et al. measured the amount of energetic disorder in films of conjugated polymers going from semicrystalline to disordered morphologies through the study of the temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient in field-effect transistor architectures. They showed that a structurally highly disordered IDTBT copolymer (an indacenodithiophene-based copolymer with a benzathiadiazole fragment) surprisingly exhibits much lower energetic disorder and fewer electronic trap states than semicrystalline poly(2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene) (PBT2T) or PSeDPBT. These results were confirmed with photo-thermal deflection spectroscopy measurements, from which Urbach energies were extracted, pointing to a small value for IDTBT (24 meV) compared to other copolymers: 31 meV in P(NDIOD2-T2), 33 meV in DP2T, and 47 meV in PBT2T. Using a combination of molecular mechanics/molecular dynamics (MM/MD) to simulate phases of increasing disorder going from crystalline to the amorphous one for the same three polymers and above and density functional theory calculations to obtain the density of states (DOS) in each phase, we have shown that the DOS broadening induced by side-chain disorder is in line with the measured Urbach energies.

Understanding at the atomistic level the fundamental reasons for the outstanding properties of such disordered polymers is thus crucial to better establish the link between microstructure and charge mobility values and ultimately design the next generation of conjugated polymers for field-effect transistors. In this context, we provide here a full atomistic microstructural description of PBT2T, P(NDIOD2-T2), and IDTBT, three state-of-the-art polymers (Figure 1), ranging from semicrystalline to disordered morphologies as well as in-depth characterization of their charge transport properties by characterizing both intra- and interchain charge transport. As a reference for a semicrystalline polymer, we consider PBT2T, a widely studied p-type polymer with hole mobilities reaching ~1 cm$^2$/Vs. It is known to exhibit a high degree of crystallinity in thin films, with planar conjugated backbones. The second structure under study is P(NDIOD2-T2), an n-type polymer with electron mobility up to ~1 cm$^2$/Vs. P(NDIOD2-T2) exhibits a moderate degree of crystallinity, but the chains are highly nonplanar compared to PBT2T: the torsion angle between the donor and acceptor fragments is ~40°. Finally, we focus on the p-type IDTBT polymer, which exhibits high hole mobility (~1 cm$^2$/Vs) in spite of the absence of any long-range order between the chains. For all polymers, we have performed microstructural computational studies using MM/MD to simulate both crystalline and amorphous phases by controlling the degree of disorder among the alkyl side chains and among the polymer backbones.

In a second stage, we have carried out electronic structure calculations on isolated chains extracted from the morphologies generated with the MM/MD simulations, in order to get insights into the subtle interplay between the intrachain conformational disorder and the overall structural and energetic disorder that ultimately governs charge mobility. Here, we demonstrate that a high crystallinity and planar conjugated backbones are not mandatory to obtain materials with a low energetic disorder. It is rather the resilience to thermal fluctuations of the torsions along the conjugated backbones and the bulkiness of the alkyl side chains that control the density of states. In particular, our results indicate that hole transport in IDTBT proceeds predominantly along its polymer backbone and implies very few slow intermolecular charge hops, because of the absence of short contacts between the polymer backbones in the most disordered IDTBT phase. The remarkable charge transport properties of that polymer thus originate from the appropriate design of the chemical structure of the monomer unit, in particular the combination of electron-donating and -accepting units as well as the nature of the side chains.

### MODELING STRATEGY

The strategy that we have used to generate thermodynamically stable crystalline structures consists in coupling molecular mechanics (MM) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on a unit cell containing a single chain with a limited number of monomer units (2 for IDTBT and 1 for P(NDIOD2-T2) and PBT2T) that is replicated using periodic boundary conditions.
conditions to build a 3D infinite system. All MM/MD calculations have been performed with the Materials Studio (MS) 6.0 package using a force-field derived from Dreiding 43 in which the torsion potentials between adjacent subunits and the torsions between the conjugated cores and the alkyl chains have been reparameterized and benchmarked against density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the B3LYP functional and the cc-pvtz basis set. The atomic charges have been obtained by fitting the electrostatic potential (ESP charges 44) calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pvtz level on an isolated dimer. The conformational search procedure to extract the most stable supramolecular organizations involves four steps: (i) all starting structures (differing by the cell parameters, the relative orientations and positions of the conjugated cores and alkyl chains, the interdigitation of the alkyl chains, etc.) are optimized at the MM level; (ii) 100 ps-quenched MD runs (NPT, T = 300 K, quench frequency = 1 ps) are then performed on each optimized structure until the energy between two successive quenched systems no longer decreases; (iii) on the most stable structures obtained at step (ii), 100 ps-quenched MD runs are performed at higher temperature, successively at 600 K and 1000 K; and (iv) longer quenched simulations (t = 500 ps), using as starting points the most stable structure of the last quenched systems in step (iii), are performed at increasing temperature (300 K, 600 K, and 1000 K) following the procedure developed in steps (ii) and (iii) to finally extract the most stable structure. Larger periodic systems have then been built from the lowest energy structure to analyze the properties of the crystalline phase and to introduce disorder in a subsequent step. All systems are made of three layers of eight π-stacked ~160 Å-long oligomers, i.e., 10 monomer units for IDTBT and 12 for P(NDIO2-T2) and PBTTT. The structural and electronic properties of the crystalline phase are studied from 2 ns MD trajectories (NPT, P = 1 atm, T = 300 K) carried out after a 0.5 ns equilibration MD run.

In order to study the impact of increased structural disorder on the conformational and electronic properties of the assemblies, non-interdigitated and amorphous systems containing the same number of chains as the crystalline phase have also been considered. The non-interdigitated phase has been built from the crystalline phase in which the interlaminar distance has been increased up to 50 Å, so that the alkyl chains of successive layers are no longer interdigitated. After geometry optimization, the systems undergo a short (50 ps) MD simulation at high temperature (NPT, P = 1 atm, T = 500 K) to induce disorder along and between the polymer chains. A 500 ps-long MD simulation is then performed at room temperature (NPT, P = 1 atm, T = 300 K) to let the systems relax before running a last 2 ns-long acquisition MD run (NPT, P = 1 atm, T = 300 K) run, which is used for the analysis of the conformational and electronic properties of the non-interdigitated phase. The procedure used to generate the amorphous phases is the following: (i) 24 oligomers (decamers for IDTBT and dodecamers for PBTTT and P(NDIO2-T2)) have been inserted randomly in a large unit cell (300 Å × 300 Å × 300 Å) and subjected to a 500 ps MD run at high temperature (NVT, T = 1000 K) while keeping the density low (~0.02 g/cm³) to favor a random spatial distribution of the oligomers; (ii) five successive 500 ps-long MD runs (NPT, P = 1 atm) were performed at decreasing temperature (1000 K, 500 K, 400 K, 350 K, 300 K); (iii) finally, a 2 ns-long MD simulation (NPT, P = 1 atm, T = 300 K) is performed and snapshots are saved every 5 ps for further analysis.

To characterize the supramolecular organization of the different systems, 400 snapshots have been recorded during the last 2 ns-long MD simulations. The torsional angle distribution profiles have been built from all torsions among all chains in the 400 snapshots. Note that all torsion angles ranging from 180° to 360° have been converted into the 0°–180° range. The torsion distribution profiles have been used to generate solid-state torsion potentials according to the Maxwell–Boltzmann law. The average deviations from planarity have been estimated as the average value of all torsion angles converted in the 0°–90° range. They are therefore different from the averaged torsion angle but much more insightful when discussing intramolecular charge transport since deviations from planarity play a key role in reducing delocalization of the charge carriers and their diffusion along the polymer chains. To characterize how chains are packed, the radial distribution functions between the different subunits have been built from the 400 snapshots, taking as reference point for each fragment the center of its central bond.

The electronic structure of isolated polymer chains, namely, IDTBT octamers and PBTTT and P(NDIO2-T2) decamers extracted from the crystalline, non-interdigitated, and amorphous systems, has been calculated at the DFT level using the B3LYP functional and a 6-31G(d,p) basis set. The reported HOMO and LUMO energies are averaged over 100 snapshots, equally distributed over the 2 ns of the MD runs, for 10 randomly selected oligomers. To quantify the impact of structural disorder on the electronic properties, an energetic disorder parameter (σzial = σz + σdyn) has been calculated over 10 randomly selected molecules. It contains a static part (σz), which reflects the fluctuation of the energy levels of individual chains over time, and a static part (σdyn) quantifying the deviation of the time-averaged energy levels. In practice, the dynamic contribution is estimated as the average over ten molecules of the standard deviations of the HOMO (or LUMO) energies associated with the 100 snapshots and the static part as the standard deviation of the time-averaged HOMO (or LUMO) level of the 10 molecules. A large dynamic disorder is expected to hamper intramolecular charge transport since it implies the collapse of extended states onto conformational segments, hence leading to a localization of the charge carriers. However, we note that dynamic disorder might be beneficial to intermolecular charge transport, provided that the transport operates in a hopping regime, by increasing the effective thermally averaged intermolecular hopping rate. Intramolecular charge transport is also strongly favored in materials with low static energetic disorder within the phase, since the excess charges would not encounter energetic steps acting as scattering or trap sites when hopping from chain to chain. High charge mobility would therefore be expected for materials with low static and dynamic energetic disorders.

In order to estimate the efficiency of intramolecular charge transport, effective masses corresponding to hole (electron) transport have been extracted from the curvature of the highest (lowest) electronic state of the valence (conduction) band. The band structure has been estimated from calculations for model systems at the DFT level using the B3LYP functional and a 6-31G(d,p) basis set where the unit cell (containing one (P(NDIO2-T2) and PBTTT) or two (IDTBT) monomer unit(s)) was replicated in one direction to yield infinite
isolated polymer chains. These monomer units are built in two steps: the central monomer unit(s) are first extracted from a fully DFT(B3LYP/6-31G(d,p))-optimized tetramer, and the torsion angles are then fixed, without further geometry optimization, at the average values of the torsional angles between the subunits in the different phases considered.

| RESULTS AND DISCUSSION |
|———|

**Supramolecular Organization.** We first discuss the supramolecular organization of the three polymers of interest, namely, PBTTT, P(NDIOD2-T2), and IDTBT. Since charge carriers are expected to travel in both ordered and disordered regions of thin films, we have generated phases with different degrees of order, going from crystalline to amorphous. For each polymer, we first analyze the structural features of the most stable structure (referred to here as the crystalline structure) and how those features are modified upon a gradual increase in structural disorder (non-interdigitated and amorphous phases, see Modeling Strategy).

1° PBTTT. The most stable structure of PBTTT equipped with C14-linear side chains exhibits a microsegregation between the conjugated cores and alkyl chains (see Figures 2 and S1).

The structural characteristics of our simulated structure fit quite well with experimental X-ray diffraction measurements. The calculated interlamellar and π-stacking distances amount to 21.21 and 3.65 Å, respectively, compared to 21.2–21.5 and 3.7 Å measured experimentally for annealed films. The relative position of the conjugated cores is, to a large extent, governed by the nature (linear versus branched) and number of the alkyl chains. Because there are only two linear alkyl chains per monomer unit in PBTTT, neighboring molecules are mainly shifted along the long axis of the polymer chains to ensure a complete filling by alkyl side chains of the space between the conjugated cores of adjacent layers. The amplitude of that shift reaches 4.2 Å (~1/3 of the monomer length of 13.49 Å), in good agreement with previously reported data on the C12-PBTTT derivative. The conjugated backbones are planar in the crystalline phase, which implies that solid-state effects (i.e., intermolecular interactions) can overcome the ~1 kcal/mol energy barrier for planarization estimated from the DFT-calculated torsion potentials in the gas phase (see the black curves in Figure 3).

Inducing disorder within the alkyl chain regions, i.e., considering the non-interdigitated phase, maintains the lamellar structure and moderately impacts the supramolecular organization of the conjugated cores. In contrast, along the polymer chains, the alkyl chain disorder translates into a broadened torsion angle distribution, in particular between the thienothiophene and thiophene fragments. This originates from the absence of alkyl side chains on the thienothiophene unit, which allows for the full rotation of the thienothiophene with respect to its adjacent thiophene units (Figure 4). The deviation from planarity at the thienothiophene/thiophene connection increases from 13° ± 8° for the crystalline phase to 27° ± 15° for the non-interdigitated phase, while it only evolves from 6° ± 5° to 11° ± 8° for the torsion between the two substituted thiophene rings.

In the amorphous phase (see a snapshot in Figure 5), i.e., when introducing a high degree of disorder in both the alkyl and conjugated regions, we observe a considerable broadening of the torsion distributions along the polymer chains. Solid-state torsion potentials built by a Boltzmann inversion approach match quite well the DFT-calculated gas-phase torsion potentials (see Figure 3), reflecting the fact that polymer chains are only weakly interacting in the amorphous phase. Compared to the crystalline phase in which the polymer chains are shifted by ~4.2 Å along the polymer axis, the amorphous phase exhibits more face-to-face conformations of the polymer chains, as indicated by the increase in the radial distribution functions (rdf) at lower distances for donor–donor or acceptor–acceptor interactions, compared to donor–acceptor interactions (Figures 6 and S12). This is most likely driven by one-to-one interactions between alkyl chains of neighboring PBTTT backbones. Figure 6 also shows a very broad peak at ~13.0 Å, which corresponds to the first-order intramolecular peak (i.e., the separation between the centers of mass of adjacent monomer units). The quite broad peak reflects a high flexibility of the polymer chains, which is also confirmed by a short average end-to-end distance (58 Å ± 17 Å in the amorphous phase) with respect to 160 Å for fully elongated chains (see Table S1).

2° P(NDIOD2-T2). Previously, the simulated crystalline structure of the n-type P(NDIOD2-T2) polymer using a slightly different reparameterization scheme was reported. Here, with our new force-field, we obtained very similar structural characteristics to those in ref 45, which, in all cases, are in good agreement with experimental X-ray diffraction results. The interlamellar spacing is well reproduced (25.1 Å versus 24.3–25.0 Å experimentally), and the measured intense peak at 3.93 Å is described by simulated peaks ranging from 3.81 to 4.05 Å which correspond to contributions from both the conjugated cores and alkyl chains. The unit cell displayed in Figure S12 shows that the dioctyl-dodecyl branched alkyl chains are interdigitated. In deep contrast to PBTTT, they do not adopt a fully extended conformation in order to better fill the space between two monomer units. Moreover, P(NDIOD2-T2) chains are only slightly shifted along both the long (2.33 Å) and the short (1.60 Å) polymer axis, thus leading to a microsegregation between electron-donating units (T2) and electron-accepting units (NDIOD2).
This difference results from the fact that the P(NDIOD2-T2) conjugated backbones are twisted (∼45° between the donor and acceptor segments for the anti-isomer), which locks the chains along their backbone and makes translations very unlikely compared to planar chains.

The introduction of disorder among the alkyl side chains (non-interdigitated phase) has only a small impact on the...

Figure 3. DFT-calculated (B3LYP/cc-pvtz) torsion potentials (black curves) corresponding to the torsion indicated in red (left panel) for an isolated monomer unit. The chosen angular references for the torsions are also indicated on the left panel. Right panel: inverted Boltzmann solid-state torsion potentials built from the analysis of the torsion angle distributions (see Figure 4) along all polymer chains and over 400 snapshots of the 2 ns MD runs for the crystalline (red), non-interdigitated (blue), and amorphous (green) systems (see Modeling Strategy).
supramolecular assembly; the torsion angle distributions between the subunits are similar to those obtained for the crystalline phase (compare blue and red curves in Figure 3). Thus, P(NDIOD2-T2) is highly tolerant to side chain...

Figure 4. Calculated torsion distribution profiles of crystalline (left), non-interdigitated (center), and amorphous (right) systems built from the analysis of all torsions within all chains over the 400 snapshots of 2 ns MD runs. Note that all torsion angles ranging from 180° to 360° have been converted in the 0°−180° range. The averaged deviations from planarity and corresponding standard deviations have been estimated from the torsion angles converted in the 0°−90° range.

Figure 5. Representative snapshots of the simulated amorphous phase of PBTTT (left), P(NDIOD2-T2 (center), and IDTBT (right). All the hydrogens and carbons of the alkyl chains have been removed for clarity.
conformations, as we previously pointed out.\textsuperscript{45} In contrast, in the amorphous phase, the thiophene—thiophene torsion is getting more flexible as a result of the weaker interaction between the side chains, with a deviation from planarity of 30° ± 19° (versus 7° ± 6° for the crystalline phase). Interestingly, while new maxima appear in the torsion distribution profile between the NDIOD2 and the thiophene units (corresponding to the syn-isomer\textsuperscript{45}), the average deviation angle from planarity appears to be only slightly affected by the structural order of the phases (see Figure 4). This behavior is readily rationalized on the basis of the calculated torsion potentials. The energy cost for planarization of the thiophene—thiophene torsion is small and does not exceed 1 kcal/mol, while it reaches ∼3 kcal/mol for the donor—acceptor torsion (see Figure 3). The steeper torsion potential for the donor—acceptor torsion therefore prevents full planarization.

The rdf analysis (see Figures 6 and SI2) between the acceptor units clearly shows that specific interactions between NDIOD2 electron-accepting units are present in the amorphous phase; they tend to pack close to one another either by interactions between NDIOD2 units either from adjacent polymer chains or within the same polymer chain that tends to coil. This confirms the experimental evidence of the strong tendency of this polymer for aggregation.\textsuperscript{52,53}

3° IDTBT. In the most stable structure of IDTBT (Figure 2), donor units (IDT) are lying on top of donors and acceptor units (BT) are lying on top of acceptors. In order to accommodate the two sets of two alkyl chains anchored on the 5-membered rings, the IDT fragments can only densely pack if they are oriented in opposite directions in adjacent chains (see Figure 2). The presence of two alkyl chains on each bridging carbon atom induces a significant bulkiness at the periphery of the conjugated IDT units and, as a consequence, gives rise to large π-stacking distances (∼4.7 Å). Since the equilibrium stacking distance between two isolated BT units is much smaller than 4.7 Å,\textsuperscript{54} they rotate by 25° ± 7° with respect to the IDT units in the copolymer to get closer and maximize their stabilizing nonbonded interactions (i.e., van der Waals and electrostatic interactions), even though DFT-calculated torsion potentials predict that isolated chains would be planar. Since the energy cost for a 25° twist between the BT and IDT units with respect to the planar conformation is much below 1 kcal/mol, the energy barrier can be overcome during the stacking process, as also observed for P(NDIOD2-T2) and PBTTT.

Disorder within the alkyl chain regions has only a moderate impact on the organization of the conjugated cores even though the changes in the supramolecular arrangement translate into differences in the simulated X-ray diffraction patterns; a better agreement with experimental X-ray diffraction data is actually observed when introducing side-chain disorder.\textsuperscript{37,40} The profiles of the torsion distributions in the crystalline and non-interdigitated phases are similar, with only a slight broadening of the peaks being observed (see Figure 4)—the conjugated backbones remain twisted.

In contrast to the first two polymers, the distribution of the torsion angles around the average equilibrium values of ∼25° in IDTBT is insensitive to the degree of intermolecular order; i.e., it is about the same in the crystalline versus amorphous phases. Very interestingly, the amount of planar chains is even increased in the amorphous phase, again showing that the torsion distributions in the amorphous phase compare well to DFT-calculated torsion potentials in the gas phase (15° ± 12°). The impact of the bulky side chains is less significant in the amorphous phase since they are only weakly interacting, as illustrated by the rdf analysis (see Figure 6). Indeed, the very few first IDT−IDT short contacts occur at a distance of ∼5 Å in the amorphous phase, and the probability to find donors at larger distances increases very slowly, reaching the density of an isotropic medium (g(r) = 1) for a distance of ∼12 Å. Note that the sharp character of the very intense peak at 15.9 Å, associated with an intramolecular distance (Figure SI2), reflects the high degree of intramolecular long-range order in this polymer (as compared to PBTTT or P(NDIOD2-T2), see Table SI1). The average end-to-end distance of the IDTBT chains is only reduced by 43% when going from crystalline to amorphous phases while the reduction amounts to 69% and 64% for P(NDIOD2-T2) and PBTTT, respectively.

To summarize this section, our calculations show that polymer chains behave in the amorphous phase as if they were not (or weakly) interacting. This is reflected by the solid-state torsion potentials built from the torsion population distributions, which are very similar to the DFT-calculated gas-phase torsion potentials. In contrast, the capacity of the conjugated cores to adopt a dense packing in the crystalline phase is essentially dictated by the nature (linear vs branched) and/or number of the alkyl side chains. A planarization of the conjugated backbone is systematically observed if three conditions are encountered: (i) the torsion potential is relatively flat; (ii) the chemical structure of the monomer unit favors close interactions; and (iii) the bulkiness and/or number of side chains do not hinder short contacts.

PBTTT exhibits a strong semicrystalline character because the chains can be easily planarized as a result of the relatively flat torsion potentials that, on the one hand, enable planarization in the crystalline phase and, on the other hand, yield a rather wide distribution of torsion angles in the amorphous phase. The less crystalline nature of the n-type P(NDIOD2-T2) arises from the steep torsion potential between the donor and the acceptor units and hence from huge energy cost to planarize the donor−acceptor connection. The rdf analysis clearly demonstrates the strong tendency of aggregation between the NDIOD2 units within one chain or between the chains. While IDTBT is expected to be planar based on the DFT-calculated torsion potentials, the bulkiness of the side chains induces large intermolecular distances in
ordered phases so that the BT electron-accepting units tend to twist with respect to the IDT electron-donating units in order to maximize intermolecular interactions. Interestingly, IDTBT gets more planar in the amorphous phase and recovers largely Boltzmann population characteristics of DFT-calculated torsion potentials on an isolated chain in the gas phase.

Electronic Structure Calculations. In this section, we resort to DFT electronic structure calculations: (i) to describe how the intramolecular and intermolecular degrees of freedom affect the energetic distribution experienced by charge carriers in finite-size models of the crystalline, non-interdigitated, and amorphous phases and (ii) to assess the propensity of the various polymers to transport charges along the polymer chains, by calculating the charge carrier effective masses in periodic systems frozen in the thermally averaged conformation for the three phases.

1° PBT TT. For PBT TT we only focus on the HOMO levels because of the p-type character of PBT TT. As expected from the torsional distribution analysis, the fluctuations in the average HOMO level energy are large for PBT TT when going from ordered to disordered phases. The significant increase in the equilibrium torsion angle from the crystalline to the amorphous phase translates into a stabilization of the HOMO level (increase in ionization potential) by up to 0.26 eV (see Table 1), due to the reduction in the degree of conjugation. Intermolecular hopping transport between domains made of different phases appears to be very unlikely in view of the limited overlap between the HOMO energy distributions in the amorphous and crystalline phases (see Figure 7). Besides, the amorphous phase shows a very broad energetic distribution owing to the large torsional disorder (see Table 1), which should limit intrachain hole diffusion, in line with recent experimental findings. Overall, the large energy offset between ordered and disordered phases and the poor transport properties expected in the connecting disordered regions should result in holes that self-confine in the crystalline regions of the films with poor connectivity between the domains. This is consistent with the fact that the highest hole mobilities reported for this polymer are obtained for samples with the largest degree of crystallinity. This is further supported by effective mass (m*) calculations yielding small m* values (0.127) for model polymer chains in the crystalline regions compared to disordered phases (0.307) (Table 1). The small m* values in the crystalline phase match very well those calculated for other high-mobility polymers.

2° P(NDIOD2-T2). For this polymer, we focus on electron transport. In contrast to PBT TT, the average energies of the LUMO level of P(NDIOD2-T2) are similar whatever the nature of the phase considered. These limited energetic fluctuations reflect the narrow distributions in torsion angles between the NDIOD2 and thiophene units along the polymer chains, irrespectively of the phase. Changes are only occurring for the thiophene–thiophene torsion angles, but their impact on electron transport is expected to be limited since the LUMO level is mainly localized on the NDIOD2 acceptors. Interestingly, while holes are expected to reside in the crystalline domains for PBT TT, electrons should not be strongly confined within specific domains in thin films of P(NDIOD2-T2). This is supported by recent experimental results that show a tiny change in the bandgap when going from the crystalline to the amorphous phase (though it was found that the gap slightly widens in the amorphous phase, in contrast to the predictions from single-chain calculations, likely due to solid-state effects and dispersion not included in our model). Moreover, since the widths of the static disorder in each phase are the lowest among the different polymers under study (Table 1), intraphase intermolecular electron transport is expected to be the most efficient. Designing materials with

Table 1. Average Energy of the HOMO [LUMO] Levels of PBT TT [P(NDIOD2-T2)] Decamers and IDT BT Octamers in Their Crystalline, Non-interdigitated, and Amorphous Phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>energy (eV)</th>
<th>σ (meV)</th>
<th>σdyn (meV)</th>
<th>σstat (meV)</th>
<th>m*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBT TT (HOMO)</td>
<td>crystalline</td>
<td>-4.26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noninterd</td>
<td>-4.33</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amorphous</td>
<td>-4.52</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(NDIOD2-T2) (LUMO)</td>
<td>crystalline</td>
<td>-3.83</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noninterd</td>
<td>-3.85</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amorphous</td>
<td>-3.89</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDT BT (HOMO)</td>
<td>crystalline</td>
<td>-4.37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noninterd</td>
<td>-4.33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amorphous</td>
<td>-4.19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The static, dynamic, and total energetic disorders of each system are also listed in meV. The values are calculated from 10 randomly selected oligomers of each system over 100 snapshots extracted during 2 ns MD runs. The last column corresponds to the calculated effective mass.

Figure 7. Representation of the HOMO [LUMO] distributions of PBT TT (left) [P(NDIOD2-T2) (center)] decamers and IDT BT (right) octamers in their crystalline (red), non-interdigitated (blue), and amorphous (green) phases.
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equilibrium torsion angles that are independent of the degree of order in the phases is thus key to avoid charge trapping effects. The lack of long-range order in P(NDIOD2-T2) is not a drawback, especially in view of the strong tendency for aggregation of the NDIOD2 units, even in the amorphous phases, in concert with low static energetic disorder. On the one hand, intramolecular electron transport is not expected to be the dominant pathway in P(NDIOD2-T2) due to (i) the large calculated effective masses in all phases (between 0.313 and 0.356), similar to the values calculated for PBTTT for a highly twisted conformation corresponding to the amorphous phase, and (ii) the large dynamic energetic disorder. On the other hand, the large dynamic energetic disorder combined with large intermolecular transfer integrals for electron transport and favorable NDIOD2 to NDIOD2 contacts indicate that electron transport in P(NDIOD2-T2) is mainly driven by intermolecular processes and hence is strongly affected by the very details of the supramolecular organization.

3° IDTBT. Similarly to PBTTT, IDTBT is a p-type semiconductor, so we focus here on hole transport. Very intriguingly, the HOMO level of IDTBT is shifted to higher energies (lower ionization potential) when going to disordered phases, in contrast with PBTTT and P(NDIOD2-T2). This peculiar behavior can be understood from the torsion distribution profiles, which show that an increase in the disorder within the phase tends to planarize some conjugated backbones as a result of the reduction of steric constraints. This results from the subtle interplay between bulkiness of the monomers and shape of the DFT-calculated torsion potentials. On one hand, in the gas phase (and therefore also in the weakly interacting amorphous phase), PBTTT is expected to be twisted while IDTBT is almost planar. On the other hand, in the crystalline phase, the strong aggregation of PBTTT chains leads to planarization of the conjugated segment while the bulkiness of the IDT donor segment hinders strong contacts between the BT accepting units which therefore twist with respect to the IDT moiety to get in closer contact. Together with the overlap between the HOMO energy distributions in the most ordered and amorphous phases (see Figure 7), this should ensure that most holes are mobile and do not get trapped spatially in the films. Even though the calculated static disorders are small in all phases, hole transport in IDTBT is essentially dominated by the intrachain contribution because of the large interchain distances (see Figure 7). The dominance of intrachain hole transport is consistent with the long persistence length observed experimentally and in line with the structural calculations (i.e., end-to-end distances displaced toward the limit of fully extended chains and a sharp intramolecular peak in the rdf). The large hole mobility measured for this polymer is further supported both by the small effective masses computed in the different phases and by the smallest dynamic energetic disorder calculated among the amorphous phases of the different polymers. The latter feature has to be connected to the chemical structure of IDTBT, which prevents the lowest number of torsions per unit length.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on a detailed analysis of the structural and electronic properties of workhorse p- and n-type conjugated polymers by means of combined molecular dynamics simulations and quantum-chemical electronic structure calculations, we have assessed the energy landscape for charge carriers in semicrystalline and intrinsically disordered polymers. Our results show that high crystallinity of the materials and strict planarity of the polymer chains are not mandatory to get low-energetic-disorder polymers that promote high charge mobilities. A key factor governing charge transport is the resilience of the equilibrium torsion angle between ordered and disordered phases whatever its absolute value, thus implying that even twisted chains can efficiently transport charges. Whereas planar systems always promote efficient charge transport in crystalline domains, a dramatic drop of charge mobility is observed if the chains are no longer planar in disordered phases. The reason is twofold: (i) poor intermolecular charge transport is expected between the different domains due to the limited overlap between the energy distributions of the frontier orbitals causing large energy barrier between the crystalline and amorphous phases, and (ii) the decrease in conjugation length in disordered domains affects intramolecular charge transport by increasing the effective mass of the charge carriers.

Finally, we have highlighted that resilience to torsional disorder and hence an overall low energetic disorder could be achieved either by designing donor–acceptor copolymers with a steep torsion potential between adjacent fragments in the polymer chains (such as in P(NDIOD2-T2)) and/or, counterintuitively, by limiting intermolecular interactions by appropriate monomer design and/or side chain engineering to prevent the planarization of the chains in crystalline domains and make the torsional profiles similar in the different phases. Reducing the number of torsions per unit length also helps to ensure a long persistence length and hence to efficiently drive the charge carriers over long distances along the polymer backbone. Still, side chain engineering remains key in order to allow for the necessary short contacts in the most disordered regions of the films which prevent charge trapping. If these criteria are fulfilled, film crystallinity is clearly no longer the main parameter governing charge transport, which thus opens a new paradigm for the design of new high-mobility donor–acceptor copolymers.
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